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acasia range information
- Suitable for use with energy 
  compatible lamps
- Matt charcoal
- Constructed from metal & fabric
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch

Floor light - 50292
- Supplied with inline foot switch
- 42W E27 Eco golf (Required)
- 1400mm height x 350mm diameter

table light - 50291
- Supplied with inline switch
- 28W E14 Eco golf (Required)
- 450mm height x 250mm diameter

Contemporary wrapped 
fabric which diffuses light

Modern tripod table 
& f loor lamp f inished 
in Charcoal grey to 
complement ivory 

shade fabric

Acasia is a stylish range of fabric shade fittings, 
designed with a contemporary ivory fabric 
wrap shade which softly diffuses the light. the 
floor and table lights are each designed with a 
contemporary tripod base finished in charcoal 
grey which perfectly complements the ivory shade
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aero 

Commercial styling 
8 lt semi f lush light 
with multi arms 

forming a decorative 
shape

Mercury style chrome
plated glass

Pendant 
perfect

to use retro 
f it LED 
lamp

Create a striking 
“dancing pattern” 
lighting effect

range information
- Complete with fixing accessories
- Chrome
- Constructed from metal & glass

1lt single pendant - 49699
- Suitable for use with energy 
  compatible lamps
- Dimmable
- 28W E27 Eco gLS (Required)
- 1300mm adjustable drop x 220mm 
  diameter x 275mm length

8lt semi flush - 42216
- Complete with LV electronic 
  transformer
- 8 x 20W g4 clear capsule   
  (included)
- 200mm projection x 560mm 
  diameter
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch

5lt semi flush - 50725
- Complete with LV electronic 
  transformer
- 5 x 20W g4 clear capsule 
  (included)
- 135mm projection x 460mm 
  diameter
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch

Multi arm table lamp - 42249
- Supplied with inline switch
- Complete with LV electronic 
  transformer
- 2 x 20W g4 clear capsule 
  (included)
- 365mm height x 130mm diameter
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch

the aero collection has been designed with 
mercury style chrome glass which creates a 
striking ‘dancing’ light pattern when lit. add a 
touch of glamour to any room, choose from 
either the single pendant design or select one 
of the decorative semi flush ceiling lights. To 
complement the ceiling fittings the collection 
also includes a touch table light, ideal for softer 
mood lighting when required
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areto

Striking glass shades with 
twisted shape, complementing 

the square arms

Twisted & 
frosted glass 

shades

Commercial styling gives the areto collection 
a unique look by combining square section 
twisted arms with matching twisted glass 
shades. the areto collection has a range of 
fittings to choose from including flush ceiling 
lights, floor and table lights ideal for that 
coordinated look throughout the home

range information
- Suitable for use with energy 
  compatible lamps
- Lamp included
- Complete with fixing accessories
- Chrome with clear & frosted glass
- Constructed from metal & glass

3lt semi flush - 50872
- Dimmable
- 3 x 28W g9 clear capsule
- 160mm projection x 440mm 
  diameter

5lt semi flush - 50758
- Dimmable
- 5 x 28W g9 clear capsule
- 160mm projection x 440mm 
  diameter

Floor lamp - 50767
- Supplied with inline foot switch
- 3 x 28W g9 clear capsule
- 1585mm height x 330mm diameter
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch
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FreeFall

Create design 
interest in 

modern living 
spaces

Contemporary & 
commercial

Larger scale 
pendant forms

Impressive 
random 
lighting 
effect

the Freefall collection is a great choice for any 
modern living space; with its random, casual 
design this collection looks striking, whilst also 
producing an impressive irregular lighting effect. 
With its contemporary, commercial styling 
and a wide choice of fittings you can achieve 
a coordinated, stylish look in many rooms 
throughout the home

range information
- Lamp included
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch
- Chrome with clear & frosted glass
- Constructed from metal & glass

10lt pendant - 50743
- Complete with LV electronic 
  transformer
- 10 x 10W g4 clear capsule
- 600-1500mm adjustable drop x 
  520mm diameter

6lt semi flush - 50741
- Complete with LV electronic 
  transformer
- 6 x 20W g4 clear capsule
- 370mm projection x 500mm 
  diameter

Floor lamp - 50746
- Supplied with inline foot switch
- Complete with LV electronic 
  transformer
- 6 x 10W g4 clear capsule 
- 1500mm height x 530mm diameter

Table lamp - 50745
- Supplied with inline switch
- Complete with LV electronic 
  transformer
- 4 x 10W g4 clear capsule 
- 550mm height x 460mm diameter
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inDustry

Ideal choice for a 
commercial look within 
modern living spaces

Combination of satin 
charcoal & antique satin 

white f inish

As the name suggests, the Industry is an ideal 
choice for a commercial look within modern 
living spaces. Perfect for loft or apartment styling 
or large open spaces the industry comes in a 
choice of pendants, floor and task light

range information
- Suitable for use with energy 
  compatible lamps
- Constructed from metal

large pendant - 50614
- Dimmable
- 42W E27 Eco gLS (Required)
- 500-1500mm adjustable drop x 
  350mm shade height x 500mm 
  shade dia

small pendant - 50855
- Dimmable
- 28W E27 Eco gLS (Required)
- 350-1330mm adjustable drop x 
  185mm shade height x 285mm 
  diameter

Floor lamp - 50906
- Supplied with inline foot switch
- 28W E27 Eco gLS (Required)
- 1450mm height x 570mm width x 
  280mm depth
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch

table lamp - 50891
- Supplied with inline switch
- 28W E14 Eco golf (Required)
- 410mm height x 190mm width x 
  380mm depth
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch



jonas

Modern copper 
wirework, open airy & 

contemporary

Double layered 
wirework

pendant, perfect 
for Eco halogen 
& LED lamps

Produces amazing light 
patterns on surfaces

Create a stylish contemporary look with the 
Jonas range created using simple copper 
wirework this range produces an amazing light 
pattern when lit. Featuring an open and airy 
modern design; available in a choice of ceiling 
light plus a matching table light

range information
- Suitable for use with energy 
  compatible lamps
- 42W E27 Eco gLS (Required)
- Constructed from metal

Large pendant - 48273
- Dimmable
- 500-1250mm adjustable drop x 
  270mm shade height x 400mm 
  shade dia

table lamp - 45982
- Supplied with inline switch
- 330mm height x 220mm diameter
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch
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knightsbriDge

Clear crystal 
style glass 
droppers

Create the wow factor with the Knightsbridge 
collection; stylish and striking in design, the 
Knightsbridge combines cool chromes with classic 
modern crystals to create impact and style

range information
- Suitable for use with energy 
  compatible lamps
- Chrome
- Constructed from metal & glass

1lt pendant - 50256
- Dimmable
- 42W E27 Eco gLS (Required)
- 250-800mm adjustable drop x 
  200mm shade height x 290mm 
  shade dia

Wall light - 50729
- Dimmable
- 40W g9 clear capsule (included)
- 110mm projection x 170mm height 
  x 210mm width

Floor lamp - 50258
- Supplied with inline foot switch
- 42W E27 Eco gLS (Required)
- 1448mm height x 290mm diameter
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch 

table lamp - 50259
- Supplied with inline switch
- 28W E14 Eco candle (Required)
- 400mm height x 220mm diameter
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch

Striking 
statement piece
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lopez

Mix of products that 
form a collection

or can be “stand alone” 
items

Perfect for compact living 
spaces to create dramatic 

light effect
Crystal shades 

create
ref lective light 

patterns

the Lopez collection combines crystal shades 
with chrome detailing to give the perfect mix of 
contemporary and traditional styling. a versatile 
product family, these fittings can be used as 
standalone pieces or combined to give a 
complete lighting look. Crystal shades produce a 
dramatic, reflective light pattern

range information
- Suitable for use with energy 
  compatible lamps
- Chrome
- Constructed from metal & acrylic

Large pendant - 50716
- Dimmable
- 28W E27 Eco gLS (Required)
- 450-1200mm adjustable drop x 
  350mm diameter

3lt semi flush - 50513
- Dimmable
- 3 x 28W g9 clear capsule 
  (included)
- 200mm projection x 410mm 
  diameter

Flush light - 50863
- Dimmable
- 2 x 28W E14 Eco golf (Required)
- 120mm projection x 305mm 
  diameter

Floor lamp - 50714
- Supplied with inline foot switch
- 3 x 28W g9 clear capsule 
  (included)
- 1510mm height x 320mm diameter
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch 

Table lamp - 50713
- Supplied with touch 3 stage   
  dimmer switch
- 2 x 28W g9 clear capsule 
  (included)
- 430mm height x 180mm diameter
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ripple

Ultra modern aluminium 
interior with ripple detail

‘On trend’
colours

the Ripple pendant light is a great choice for 
kitchens and dining rooms; simple, yet stylishly 
designed with modern colour choices and 
aluminium rippled interior

range information
- Suitable for use with energy 
  compatible lamps
- Dimmable
- 28W E27 Eco gLS (Required)
- 360-1200mm adjustable drop x 
  300mm shade height x 300mm 
  shade dia
- Constructed from metal

Pendant - 47927
- Aluminium finish

Pendant - 47777
- Gloss white & aluminium finish
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tempest
Create a striking 
focal point to 

living spaces with 
complementary 

designer products

Impressive 
forms creating 

interest  in 
modern interiors

Hotel style
aspirational 

forms

High quality elegant 
product design

Create a striking focal point to any living space 
with this contemporary designer collection. 
the tempest combines angled clear & frosted 
cut glass, bright chrome finish and high quality 
elegant product design. Choose to combine 
fittings for a coordinated look or select a stylish 
standalone fitting, this collection will add a touch 
of style to any room within the home

range information
- Suitable for use with energy 
  compatible lamps
- Dimmable
- Lamp included
- Chrome
- Constructed from metal & glass

6lt semi flush - 45810
- 6 x 33W g9 clear capsule 
- 220mm projection x 650mm 
  diameter

2lt wall - 45811
- Supplied with toggle switch
- 2 x 33W g9 clear capsule 
- 140mm projection x 415mm 
  height x 164mm width

Floor lamp - 45813
- Supplied with inline sliding dimmer 
  switch
- 3 x 33W g9 clear capsule 
- 1600mm height x 245mm diameter

table lamp - 45812
- Supplied with touch 3 stage   
  dimmer switch
- 2 x 33W g9 clear capsule 
- 585mm height x 200mm width x 
  150mm depth
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jessica
the Jessica range has an elegant design perfect 
for adding decorative interest to any room 
throughout the home. the Light porcelain tones 
combined with delicate silver brushed paintwork 
and beautiful glass shades make this a stunning 
choice. Create a coordinated look with the 
matching table, wall and floor fittings

range information
- Suitable for use with energy 
  compatible lamps
- Lamp included
- Porcelain brushed silver effect 
  paint & clear glass
- Constructed from metal & glass

5lt pendant - 51659
- Dimmable 
- 5 x 28W g9 clear capsule 
- 490-1530mm adjustable drop x 
  600mm diameter

3lt semi flush - 51660
- Dimmable
- 3 x 28W g9 clear capsule 
- 150mm projection x 415mm 
  diameter

Floor lamp - 51657
- Supplied with inline foot switch
- 3 x 28W g9 clear capsule 
- 1515mm height x 340mm diameter
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch

table lamp - 51656
- Supplied with inline switch
- 28W g9 clear capsule
- 360mm height x 140mm diameter
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch

Delicate brushed 
paintwork in light 
porcela in tones

Beautifu l glass 
shades
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Funki
The Funki is a modern tripod style table light, 
contemporary in design; this is the ideal choice 
for clean designer interiors

range information
- Suitable for use with energy 
  compatible lamps
- Supplied with inline switch
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch
- 28W E14 Eco golf (Required)
- 390mm height x 250mm diameter
- Constructed from metal & fabric

table lamp - 50365
- gloss grey & light grey fabric

table lamp - 50030
- gloss white & white cotton fabric

Modern tripod base
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glow
this chrome and glass LED glow multi pendant 
is the ideal statement piece for the centre of a 
contemporary living space. the frosted part of the 
glass softens the light achieving a glowing effect

range information
- LEDs with cool running 
  temperature
- Low energy consumption, high  
  light output
- Chrome
- Constructed from metal & glass
- Complete with LED driver
- 12 x 0.44W LED module (SMD 5630) 
  Warm White
- 500-1000mm adjustable drop x 
  300mm height x 320mm diameter
- not suitable for use with a 
  dimmer switch

pendant - 50360

Frosted glass softens 
the light effect

Modern chrome 
detailing


